LIFE OF VIJAYKRISHNA
characterized Vijaykrishna's one year's stay at Brindaban.
In so far as this is true, his life at Brindaban bears the
hall-mark of the spirit of Chaitanya. This longing of love
we often describe as homesickness of the spirit, in the
absence of a better and more expressive term. This
homesickness brings one to the river of life flowing 'fast
by the oracle of God\ Unless one can hear at morn
and sunset the sprightly footfalls of the joyous maidens,
hurrying to the banks of the Kalindi, and hear the splashing
of water and the jingle of bracelets, or unless one is seized
with a lively fear at the mystic sight of their unbodied
forms, clasping a flower-tree taking it for their sly absent
lover, one's life at Brindaban will be an Egypt without
a Nile. Through the special grace of Sree Radha,
Vijaykrishna could raise with trembling hands a fringe
of the deep dark screen of five thousand years, and have
a sight of the luminous ever-green world beyond it.
Vijaykrishna indeed looked beautiful, when as a Yogin
he mastered the thinking principle, the modifications of
which are the cause of all our mental distractions, just
as the smiling sea looks beautiful, when in its sleeping
tranquility. But he looked far more beautiful under his
storm of love, like the ocean in a tempest, when deep
calls unto deep, and breathless Nature presents a scene,
than which nothing can be more magnificent or sublime.
Nobody can say what Vijaykrishna felt at this time, what
unseen thought caused those mystic vibrations of the spirit
within him. Perhaps he could hear the flute 'that makes
the Heavens be mute' or could see Radha and Krishna,
pointing to the pale Moon 'with one bright star within
the nether-tip', peeping from behind the shaggy hills on
the banks of the gurgling Jumna. At this time Vijaykrishna
exclaimed off and on—"Blessed Thou art, 0 Radha,
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